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A self-reflexive turn in the digital humanities prompts us to critically examine interlocking 
media and epistemic changes in the hope that answers to the intriguing question, posed by 
Lorraine Daston, of how humanists know what they know may emerge. Addressing this issue 
would entail identifying the ways in which humanist thinking depends on technocultural 
infrastructures, as well as the remediations, affordances, literacies, and shared norms and 
values pertaining to making knowledge in the humanities. Adopting a media archaeological 
perspective -- in which insights of past and often obsolete technologies inform our 
understanding of the contemporary media age and vice versa -- enables us to analyze the 
epistemological implications of both the digital and the analog. This talk will explore a yet 
unexamined archive of paper index cards created and used by Stanisław Pietraszko, the 
founder of cultural studies in Poland, and propose a media-specific account of 
knowledge-making in the Polish postwar humanities. In examining the artifact and its 
practices as revealed by interviews, narratives, and manuals, the following questions relating 
to technicality, instrumentality and creativity in the analog humanities come to light: How was 
knowledge crafted with a slip-box? What did this apparatus consist of? What is the 
genealogy of its format and standardization? What were the related technologies? Why were 
scholarly index cards resisted or criticized? And what kinds of humanistic work was 
recognized as valuable thinking, as opposed to mundane, auxiliary labor? 
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